Sunnyglade 2PCS Swings Seats Heavy Duty with 66" Chain,
Playground Swing Set Accessories Replacement with Snap Hooks,
Support 250lb (Green) Review-2021

Outdoor fun: Swinging is the most popular activity for any outdoor playground or jungle gym!
Complete or update your current backyard swing set with this Heavy-Duty Swing Seat.
Comfortable Chains: Two zinc-plated chains of Swing set (66" long each), 30" of which is covered
with thermoplastic, perfectly avoid the harm caused by the chain.
Soft Swing Seat: Our swing seat made of EVA plastic material, soft and strong which makes you
feel comfortable, extruded without deformation. The swing board is 26.5"x5.5â€•, U type that sitting
on it makes you wobble more safely and plays more fun. Safe non-slip designs and easy to clean,
Perfect chose for your outdoor activities, our swing set suitable for girls and boys.
Durable and dependable: Made of high-quality materials to ensure hours of fun and years of play.
Rated to hold up to 250 pounds.
Enjoy Your Spare Time:This 2 Pack swing set is very suitable for your children. Children can
experience the fun of outdoor activities to improve their balance and self-confidence.Heavy Duty
Swing is rated to hold up to 250lbs. Complete with 66 inches of chain and a comfortable swing set
seat that measures 26.5â€• wide by 5.5â€• deep. Simply attach hooks to chain then to swing set
and you are good to go.
With 30 inches of chain covered with a plastic chain coating you can swing with comfort and safety.
Plastic covering also preserves chain for swinging fun all year round!
Swing Seat is designed for residential use, can be hung from a beam, tree limb. Equipped with 4
snap hooks for easier suspension.
Our swing Seats are ASTM certified and you can rest assured that your children can play. This is
the best childhood gift for your child.
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